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IHTRODUCTIOH
Gl cells of the diploid yeast Saccharomyces cerevislae are
known to be capable of the 1iquid holding recovery (LHR), i.e., a
significant Increase in 3*"°** X-lrradiated cell survival during Keeping
the cells in a non-nutrient medium /*i2/ This process is completed
within 24-72 h, depending on the Irradiation dose. Later experiments
demonstrated that LHR is due to the repair of DNA DSB induced in
the cells by radiation/ "*''. The lack of repair in haploid
yeast cells irradiated In Gl phase of the cell cycle is suggestive
of a recombinational mechanism. Recently, it has been found
that in the Gl phase the diploid cells of S. cerevisiae are capable
of an additional type of LHR which, in contrast to the previously
established 'slow' type, has got the name of 'fast' recovery / /
Fast recovery is observed after plating the irradiated cells
on a solid nutrient medium containing 1. 5 И KaCl or KCl/ -°/. In
this case, the survival of irradiated cells rapidly increases,
reaching a plateau during 30-40 min of holding the cells in water at
20°C. Thus, the rate of the fast recovery exceeds by one or two
orders of magnitude the corresponding value for the slow recovery. The
fast recovery, unlike the slow one, cannot be revealed by plating the
cells on the standard solid medium (i.e., containing no KC1), for in
this case this process is completed prior to the first
post-irradiation cell division. Irradiated Gl haploid cells are
incapable of fast recovery, in contrast to those irradiated in the
logarithmic phase of culture growth (in which up to 70Z cells are in
the S or Ga phases of the cell cycle /7/),
when this process is
rather effective/»/).
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The aim of this paper was to demonstrate that the fast postirradiation recovery is a special pathway of DNA DSB repair which
differs from that previously established in Gl diploid cells. The
genetic control of fast repair of DHA DSB has been studied. Hutations
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rad51, rad52, rad54 and rad55 have been shown to block
the fast repair, whereas in diploid mutants homozygous for radSO.
rad53 and rad57 the efficiency of this process is close to
that for wild type cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The i s o g e n i c h a p l o i d and d i p l o i d s t r a i n s of S, c e r e v i s i a e .
i . e . , 2873-2A (а НТН _ НТИ _ НТНз) and
2 8 7 3 - I B (а НТН НТН _ НТНз /«JHTH, .^HTHg _^HTH )
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were used. The diploid strain was heterozygous only for the mating
type locus/5/.
Besides, we used a series of diploid radiosensitive mutants
Kindly supplied by Dr. T. Saeki, I.e., XS800 (BAD/RAD) ;
XS1806 (rad5O-l/radS0-l); XS8O6 (rad51-l/rad51-l);
XS1898 (rad52 l/rad5a-l); XS1889 (rad53-l/rad53-1);
XS1935 lrad55-3/rad55-3); XS1988 (rad57-l/rad57-1) .
For a more detailed description of the strains see the worK of
Saem et al. /'<V.
Diploid strain T3 (rad54/rad54) Kindly supplied by
Prof. I. A. ZaKharov/ / was also used In this study.
Yeast cells were grown on a solid nutrient medium YEPD (3 days,
28°C); for DMA sedimentation analysis the TEPD contained 150^iH
[8- CJ-adenine (44 mri/mH). The cells were then resuspended in
sterile distilled water; the suspension was layered on top of a linear
sucrose gradient (40-60/.) and cenrifuged in a bucket rotor at
1000 x с at room temperature for 15 mm, after which the top
fraction containing non-budding cells was withdrawn. The cells were
washed twice with water. The resulting suspension consisted of cells
of an approximately equal size. The proportion of budding cells was
less than 1'/..
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Cell suspensions ()•10 celIs/ml) were Irradiated with Jf-rays
of C s at a dose rate 33 Gy/mln at 0°C. To determine cell
survival, the suspensions were diluted with water at 0°C and
plated on YEPD or YEPD •> 1EZKC1.
For DHA sedimentation analysis, the cells were harvested on
Hllllpore HAWP filters (2*10 cells per gradient) at 0°C and
resuspended in a solution containing 2Z 2-mercaptoethanol, 0. 15 И HaCl
and 0.04 H EDTA, pH 8. 3 with subsequent Incubation at 30 С for 15 mln.
The cells were then harvested on filters, washed with water,
resuspended In a solution containing 1 ng/ml of Zymolyase 5.000 (Klrin
Brewery, Japan), 1 H sorbitol and 1 mH EDTA, pH 7.5 and Incubated at
35°C for 20 mln.
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To elucidate fast DHA DSB repair, we added KC1 to a
mercaptoethanol-containing solution (final concentration of 10Z).
After incubation in tnis solution, the cells were washed with 10Z KC1.
The zyraolyase solution contained 10Z rci instead of sorbitol.
Suspensions of protoplasts (0. 1 ml) were layered onto 4.6 ml
gradients (15-30Z sucrose, 1 И HaCl, 0.02 H EDTA, pH 7.2) with, a o. l
ml top layer of the lysine solution (2Z sarcosyl, 3/ sodium
deoxycholate, 57. sodium dodecylsulfate, 0.02 H EDTA, 0.01 H Tris-HCl,
pH е. о/* / ). The thus formed gradients were run in a BecKman
SW 50. 1 rotor at 10000 rpm at 20°C for 25 h.
The gradients were fractionated from top to bottom into o. l ml
fractions. Each fraction was placed on a Whatman 3HH filter. RHA
hydrolysis was performed in 0. 5 N HaOH <37°C, la h). The filters
were then placed Into 10Z trichloroacetic acid (TCA) (4°C, 15-20
mln), washed twice with 5Z TCA and twice with 96Z ethanol and then
acetone, dried and counted in a toluene-based scintillation fluid,
using a Hue 1ear Chicago Hark II scintillation counter.
The number average molecular weight H of yeast DNA and the
average number of DSB per genome were calculated by the method of
ResnicK and Martin/ /.
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RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION
Previously, it was shown that 10Z CC1 inhibits the fast post
-irradiation recovery of diploid yeast. In our experiments, diploid
cells of yeast strain 2873-1B y-irradiated with 460 Gy were either
Table 1. Fast post-irradiation recovery of J"-irradiated (460 Gy) diploid yeast cells (strain 2873-1B), held
in various media.
Survival, Z
Immediate
Plating

a

Plating after holding the cells (28°c, i h) in
water

Ю Х ЕС1

1 H sorbitol

0.04 И EDTA,

рн е. з

3.5*0.3
a

14*2

1.8*0.2

16*2

14*2

survival was determined by plating the cells on YEPD + 12Z KC1.

Immediately plated on a solid medium
YEPD + 1 2 * KCl or held
in water or 10J6 KCl at 28°C
for
1 h before being plated
on YEPE + 12St KCl. As can be seen from Table 1, the survival of
cells held in water increased from 3. S to 14°/., whereas that of cells
held in 107. KCl decreased to t. ex. Holding of Jf-Irradiated cells In 1 H
sorbitol or 0.04 К EDTA (pK 8.3) did not affect the efficiency of the
fast recovery compared with holding in water (Table 1). This indicates
that under standard conditions of yeast cell lysis with an
intermediate step of protoplast formation, the fast recovery is of the
same efficiency as that after holding the cells in water. Therefore,
the whole procedure of protoplast formation, i.e., incubation with
mercaptoethanol and zymolyase, was performed in the presence of 10/
KCl.
Fig. 1. The
Doe», Gy
dose-survival curves of
100 200
400
600
200
haploid гвтз-гл (A) and
100
diploid гвТЗ-1В (В)
cells after irradiation
with Jf-rays. 1,3 plating immediately
after irradiation; 2,4 .
»
J
^
plating after Keeping
S
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the cells in water •
<гв°с. l ь); 5 cell survival after
irradiation with 460 Qy
Tim», min
versus time of Keeping
•
•
•
i
i
i
40
80
120
.0
in water (28°C).
0.1
open symbols - plating
on YEPD; darK symbols plating on YEFD •
laZKCl.
Fig. 1 shows the survival curves of haploid гвтз-гл (A) and
diploid Ев73-1В (В) S. cerevislae cells after their irradiation
with jf-rays. The Irradiated cell-* were plated on YEPD or YEPD * 12Z KCl
Immediately after irradiation or after holding In water (EC°c, 1 h).
As can be seen from the Figure, the survival curves of haploid
calls do not practically differ in all experimental variants. In the
case of diploid cells the situation it quite different. The survival
of Irradiated cells is practically the same in both experimental
variants, when the cells were plated on YEFD (Fig. IB, curves 1 and г).
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However, the survival of J"-irradiated cells held in water (curve 4)
markedly exceeds that for cells Immediately plated on YEPD + tax EC1
(curve 3).
Fig. 1 also shows the dependence of the survival of f-lrradlated
(460 Gy) diploid cells on the time of their Keeping in water before
plating on YEPD + 12Z IC1 (curve 5). The fast recovery is completed
within 30 mln; cell survival does not change as a result of subsequent
holding for 1. 5 h. Since in this case the survival does not reach the
corresponding value for cells plated on YEPD, it follows that the
sensitization effect of EC1 is not only due to the inhibition of this
type of cell repair, but also depends on some other factors/ /.
5

Fig. 2 shows the DMA sedimentation profiles in a neutral sucrose
gradient for diploid cells of the E673-1B strain irradiated with 570
Gy. Earlier it was demonstrated that the position of mitochondrial DMA
from irradiated and non-irradiated cells in the gradient does not
change Iscause of the small size of the mitochondrial genome which
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Fig. 2.
Sedimentation profiles
of DHA from diploid
2673-1B cells in neutral
sucrose gradients
(15-30Z). Protoplasts
were prepared by a
standard procedure (A)
or in the presence of
10Z KC1 (B). 1- control;
г - y-lrradlatlon with
570 Gy, lysis
immediately after
Irradiation; 3 - y*-Irra
diation with 570 Gy,
lysis after Keeping the
cells In water
<гв°с, i h).

practically excludes DSB induction at the Irradiation dose used. Thus,
the mitochondrial DHA does not interfere with the results of
chromosomal DHA sedimentation analysis data .
Protoplasts
of irradiated cells were prepared by a standard procedure (Fig. SA)
or in the presence of 10Z EC1 (Fig. EB). In the same experiment,
cell survival was estimated by plating the cells on YEPD
and YEPD * iaz EC1.
It can be seen that the J*-Irradiation causes a shift of the DHA
sedimentation profile towards fractions with lower molecular weights
(as compared with non-Irradiated control), i.e. , the number average
molecular weight of DHA, H , decreases as a result of Irradiation
(approximately 1. 3 fold in the case of the standard protoplast
preparation procedure and 1.6 fold In the case of the protoplast
preparation procedure In the presence of 10/. Г С П . The survival of
Irradiated cells platsd immediately on TEPD and YEPD * lEZ EC1 Is 32
• 3Z and 0.60 + о. ОТ/., respectively. Holding irradiated cells
(!• 10 celIs/ml) in water (28°C, 1 h) prior to lysis does not
practically change the DHA sedimentation profiles, when the
protoplasts were prepared by a standard method (Pig. aA, profiles 2 and
3} but causes a shift of the DHA sedimentation peak towards the
fractions with higher molecular weights, when the protoplasts were
prepared in the presence of 1С/. EC1 (Fig. 2B, profiles 2 and 3). In the
latter case, the H value increases approximately 1. 2 fold. The
survival of irradiated cells held In water is 36+ 3'/. iwhen plated
on YEPD) and 4. 7 • 0. 4Z (when plated on YEPD • iZy. EC1).
The experimental results can be interpreted in the following way
The increase In the molecular weight of DHA as a result of holding the
irradiated cells In water res-ilts from a DHA DSB repair which cannot
be detected by standard methods because of it being completed prior to
protoplast lysis on the g* .cient top. The isolation of DHA from
Irradiated cells in the presence of 10X EC1, which Inhibits the fast
DHA DSB repair, permits to reveal the fast repair in experiment. On
the other hand, it may be assumed that preparation of protoplasts from
irradiated cells in the presence of 107. EC; results in the formation
of additional DSB from DHA single-strand breaks (SSB) induced by
irradiation. In this case, the increase in the molecular weight of DHA
after holding the irradiated cells in wt.er reflects the repair of DHA
SSB, but not DHA DSB. This hypothesis can be refuted by the results of
sedimentation analysis of DHA isolated from haplold S. cerevlslae
cells irradiated in the Gl phase.
/ г /
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Fig. 3.
Sedimentation profiles
of DHA from haploid
2873-2A (A) and diploid
2873-1B (B) cells In
neutral sucrose
gradients (15-307.).
Protoplasts were
prepared in the presence
of 10/. ГС1. 1 - control;
г - f-irradiation with
460 Gy, lysis
Immediately after
Irradiation; 3 - J'-irra
diation with 460 Qy,
lysis after keeping the
cells In water
(2в°с, 1 h).

Fraction nuaber
Fig. 3 shows the sedimentation profiles of DHA from haplold (A)
and diploid (B) cells )f-irradiated with 460 Gy as obtained in a neutral
sucrose gradient. The protoplasts were prepared from irradiated cells
in the presence of 10*/ CC1. It can be seen that holding irradiated
cells in water (28°c, l h) does not change the DHA sedimentation
profiles of haploid cells but causes a shift in the sedimentation
profiles of diploid cells towards fractions with higher molecular
weights ( H is increased 1.2 fold). Therefore, if cell Incubation
with 10/. KC1 causes the transformation of some part of SSB to DSB , the
observed Increase in the molecular weight of DHA will not be
dlpiоid-spec Iflc.
n

These data suggest that holding irradiated Gl diploid cells in
water (28°C, lh) results In a DNA DSB repair. This repair is
sensitive to 10/. EC1. This indicates that the fast post-Irradiation
recovery of yeast cells is due to the DNA DSB repair which cannot be
detected by the standard method, i.e. , irradiated cell lysis in the
absence of EC1.
The results of sedimentation analysis of DHA from haplold and
diploid yeast In a neutral sucrose gradient as well as the
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corresponding values for cell survival are given in Table 2. As сгл be
seen from the Table, the increase in cell survival resulting from fast
Table 2. Number average molecular weight, н
and survival of ^-irradiated cells under various
post-irradiation conditions
Г1

Strain Dose, Lysis
<3y
conditions

28T3-2A
0
(haploid) 460
2673-1B
0
(diploid) 460
570
О
570

H , rel. units
n

Survival, Z

a

Lysis lm- Lysis after Plating Ira- Plating after
mediately holding in mediately
holding in
after ir- water
after irwater
radiation (28°C, 1 h) radiation
(2в<>с, 1 h)

b

KCl
KCl
KCl
KCl
ГС1
Standard

1.0
1.0
0.73 + 0.02 0.76+0.02
1.0
1.0
0.72+0.02 O. 88+0. 03
0.63+0.02 0.77+0.03
0.96+0.03 0.98+0.03
0. 79+0. 03 0. 75+0. 02

b

b

b

Ь

100
<0. 002
100
3.1+0.7
0.5+0.2
100
33+5<=
c

96+9
<0. 002
95+6
16+4
5.1 + 1.2
105+10
35+6
c

c

acell survival was determined by plating on YEFD + 12'/ KC1.
^Protoplasts of irradiated cells were prepared in the presence
of 10Z KCl.
I n this case the cell survival was determined by plating on YEPD.
c

post-lrradlation recovery is correlated with the Increase in H
resulting from the DHA DSB repair. These data allow a rough estimation
of the efficiency of DHA DSB repair. Thus, it was found that diploid
cells of yeast strain 2873-1B irradiated with 460 and 570 ay and then
held In water (£8°C, 1 h) repair of about 50X of the total number
of the DHA DSB induced by Irradiation.
n

Interestingly, the fast recovery efficiency of this strain
described by the Dg/D ratio is equal to 1. 9 + 0.3, where
D and Dp are the doses which decrease e-fold the survival on
the exponential part of survival curves for the cells plated on
TEPD+12XEC1 immediately after irradiation and after holding in water,
respectively (Pig. IB, curves 3 and 4). Thus, the £ fold decrease of
the mean number of DHA DSB per cell as a result of repair is
accompanied by a nearly two fold Increase in the magnitude of D Q
for the survival curve due to fast recovery.
0

0
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How a question arises as to whether the DHA DSB repair observed
herein is a separate pathway or it is part of ;•. previously established
slow repair/ / which takes place during a long-term
(24-72 h) LHR. Indeed, one may suppose that the use of 10/ KC1 enables
the detection of the initial stage of the DHA DSB repair, which under
standard conditions of protoplast preparation is completed by the
moment of protoplast layering onto the gradient, nevertheless, the
hypothesis according to which fast repair is a separate pathway of DHA
DSB repair can be confirmed by the facts given below. Here it seems
appropriate to emphasize that the fast post-irradiation recovery is
due to the DHA DSB repair, whereas earlier observations/ ''
demonstrated that slow LHR is coupled with a slow repair of DHA D3B.
Therefore one may infer from the survival data that yeast cells
possess the ability to repair DHA DSB in Gl phase of the cell cycle.
3
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Fig 4. The
survival of diploid
XSSOO cells Jf-irradiated
with 630 Gy versus time
of Keeping the cells in
water (28°C). Open
symbols - plating on
YEPD; dark symbols
-plating on YEPD +
12Z EC1

48

The plots for the survival of J-irradiated diploid cells (strain
XSSOO) versus time of holding in water at 28°C before plating on
YEPD (curve 1) or YEPD + 12/. EC1 (curve 2) are shown in Fig. 4. As can
be seen from the Figure, the survival of cells plated on YEPD + 12K
EC1 increases during the first 30 r-ln, reaching a plateau of 2-3 h
duration (which coincides with the completion of fast DHA DSB repair);
this is followed by a further increase in cell survival, corresponding
to a slow LHR (slow DHA DSB repair). Plating the cells on YEFD enables
the detection of only a (low recovery. In this way, the blphaslty of
kinetics of the post-Irradiation recovery (DHA DSB repair) during
holding the cells in a non-nutrient medium points to the existence of
two separate pathways of DHA DSB repair in yeast Gl cells.
Additional evidence in favour of this hypothesis can be derived
from the data on the genetic control of fast and slow DHA DSB repair.

The ability of yeast cells to cause fast or slow DNA DSB repair was
estimated by the efficiency of fast and slow LHR.
Fig. 6 shows the survival curves of diploid yeast strains of a
wild type (A) and radiosensitive mutants homozygous for rad5Q (B),
rad51 (C), radsa (D), radS3 (E), rad54 (F), rad55
(G) and rad57 (H) after their Irradiation with jf-rays. The
irradiated cells were plated on YEPD or YEPD+12ZEC1 immediately after
irradiation or after holding them in water (28°C, i h). As can be
seen from the Figure, mutations rad51. rad52. rad54 and
rad55 Ы о с к fast post-irradiation recovery practically completely.
Mutations rad51, radSg and rad54 are also known to inhibit
slow LHR/ *' > Л however, in accordance with the DHF crlter-lon
(see the footnote "a" to table 3) for mutant homozygous for rad55
the slow LHR is nearly as efficient as in wild type strain cells
(/15/ and our data). In contrast, in mutant homozygous for
radSO slow UHB is blocked completely (/!*• ^ / and our data), but the
efficiency of fast recovery is approximately as high as In
wild type cells (with regard to DHF) (fig. SB).
1
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The data on the genetic control of fast and slow LHR (fast and
Table 3. The efficiency of fast and
slow LHR for radiosensitive diploid mutants
of Saccharomyces cerevlsiae
a

Hutation

a

LHR
fast

slow

RAD
rad50
rad5l

1.8*0.2
1.8*0. 2
l.o

2.0*0.3
1.0
l.O

rad52
rad53
rad54
radS5
rad57

l.o
1.7*0.2
1.0
1.1*0.2
1.7*0.2

l.0
1.5*0.2
1.0
1.7*0.2
1.7*0.2

The efficiency of u s t

1 0

b

b

D

(or slow)

LHR was determined as a dose-modlflcation factor (DHF). DHF = Dio/Dio,
where D . D
are the doses of
irradiation reducing the survival
to 10* for cells plated on YEPD
1 0

+ 12* KC1 (or YEPD) immetlately
or aftM- keeping In water at 28°C
for 1 h (or 48 h), respectively.
T h e data of Petin and
Kabakova/* /.
5

slow DMA DSB repair) a-e summarized In Table 3. In this way, the fast
and slow repair of DMA DSB differ in terms of genetic control. The
fact that mutations rad51, rad52 and rad54 block both fast
and slow LHR testifies to the existence of common steps of fast and
slow DMA DSB repair controlled by these genes.
Besides, it was shown that cycloheximlde Inhibits the slow LHR,
but not the fast post-irradiation recovery/ /.
8
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Fig. 5. Mie dose-survival curve* of diploid wild type ce'ls (A) and tr-e
mutants h'isozygous for radSO (B), rad51 (C), radsa (D), rad55 (E), rad54
(F), rad55 (Q) and rad5T (H) after irradiation with J"-rays, 1,3- pla
ting the cells immediately after irradiation; 2,4 - plating the cells
after keeping in water (гв°С, 1 h); 5 - survival after irradiation
with 210 Gy versus tine of Keeping the cells in water (2a°C). open sym
bols
plating on YEPD; dark symbols - plating on YEFD • 1£Z EC1.
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These cumulative data suggest that fast DHA DSB repair Is a
separate pathway of repair in yeast Gl cells. This repair, being
diploid-specific, occurs as a slow DHA DSB repair via a
recombinational mechanism. The concrete mechanism of the fast repair
is still obscure. It is also possible that the substrates for fast and
slow repair are different types of DSB, e.g., "blunt" or"slant" DSB.
It is also likely that repair promotes the elimination of DSB whose
recovery does not require any significant repair synthesis of DHA.
Nevertheless, it is obvious that the mechanisms of both fast and slow
repair have several common steps, since both of them are controlled by
RAD51, RAD52 and RAD54 genes.
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Глааунов А.В., Глааер В.И., Капульцеаич 10.Г.
E19-88-37 «
Два пути репарации даунитевых раарыаов ДНК у диплоидных дрожжей
Saccharcaiyces cerevlslae в Gl-фаае клеточного цикла
Иааестно, что GI-клетки диплоидных дрожжей S. cerevlslae способны
к медленной репарации двунитеаых раарывов /ДНР/ ДНК при выдерживании в непи
тательной среде. Здесь покааано, что диплоидные дрожжи S. cerevlslae, у -об
лученные а Gl-фаае клеточного цикла, способны к быстрой репарации ДНР ДНК,
которая аавершается аа 30-40 минут выдерживания клеток а воде при 28"С.
В результате этого кинетика репарации ДНР ДНК при выдерживании клеток в не
питательной среде имеет двухфааный характер: первая фааа - "быстрая" - за
вершается аа 30-40 минут, вторая - "медленная" - аа 48 часов выдерживания
клеток в воде при 28"С. Нутации rad51, rad52, rad54, rad55 подавляют быструю
репарацию ДНР ДНК, в то время как radSO, rad53, radS7 практически не влияют
на эффективность репарации этого типа. Покааано, что быстрая и медленная ре
парация ДНР ДНК у диплоидных клеток S. cerevlslae a Gl-фаае клеточного цикла
являются отдельными путями репарации ДНР ДНК у дрожжей.
Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблей ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объеднневяого института ядерных исследования. Дубна 1988

Glasunov A.V., Glaser V.H., Kapultsevlch Yu.G.
El9-88-37*»
Two Pathways of DNA Double-Strand Break Repair In GI Cells
of Saccharomyces cerevlslae
The GI cells of the diploid yeast Saccharomyces cerevlslae are known to
be capable of a slow repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) during holding
the cells In a non-nutrient medium /*•** . In the present paper, It has been
shown that S. cerevlslae cells у-Irradiated In the GI phase of cell cycle
are capable of fast repair of DNA DSB; this process Is completed within 3040 mln of holding the cells In water at 28°C. For this reason, the kinetics
of DNA DSB repair during holding the cells In a non-nutrient medium are
blphasic, I.e., the first, "fast" phase Is completed within 30-40 mln;
whereas the second, "slow" one, within 48 h. Mutations rad51, rad52, rad54
and rad55 Inhibit the fast repair of DNA DSB, whereas mutations radio, rad53
and rad57 do not practically Influence this process. It has been shown that
the observed fast and slow repair of DNA DSB In the'GI diploid cells of
S. cerevlslae are separate pathways of DNA DSB repair In yeast.
The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear
Problems, JINR.
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